Trail Operations Report

March-May 2019

*Bently Heritage Trail:*

1) New trail maps were installed at six junctions.
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2) A boardwalk was installed over a seasonal wet/muddy section on the Middle Loop with the help of Grace Christian Academy students and teachers.
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**Clear Creek Trail:**

1) Six fallen trees were removed; two below Knob Point, two between Cliff Rock and Spooner Summit, and two on the Clear Creek Connector.
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2) A short realignment was done between Jacks Valley Overlook and Knob Point to improve sight line and remove a sharp blind turn.
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3) The first switchback above Clear Creek Junction was widened to improve turning radius.

![Switchback widened](image3)
4) The trail was widened and partially armored directly above the upper bridge.

5) A wider turn radius was constructed at two ridge locations to improve sight lines and trail flow.
**Fay-Luther/Jobs Peak Ranch Trail System:**

1) The south half of the trail system had routine drainage and brushing maintenance.

2) One fallen tree was removed on the Luther Creek Spur.
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**Genoa Trail System:**

1) Five fallen trees removed from trail.
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2) A drainage crossing above Razor Ridge on the Genoa Loop was re-benched slightly higher to keep water flow off the trail.

3) Brushing was done along the trail in lower Genoa Canyon by the creek.
4) An edge rail bumper was installed in Genoa Canyon at a switchback to improve biker safety and protect outer trail edge.
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5) The inner debris support walls on two switchbacks in Genoa Canyon were cleaned out.
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6) The Genoa Loop and Eagle Ridge Loop were cleared of winter rock falls.

![Genoa Loop cleared of fallen rocks](image)

7) The lower 7 miles of the Sierra Canyon Trail had brushing and winter rock fall cleared.
8) A handrail was installed on the upper Sierra Canyon Creek for safer crossing.

9) The debris support wall was cleared out at a switchback on the Sierra Canyon Trail.

**Pinyon Trail:**

1) A complete walk thru occurred touching up the trail.